
HOTELURI CARE ACCEPTA ANIMALE DE COMPANIE 2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toate rezervarile trebuiesc reconfirmate de catre hotel. Exista posibilitatea ca unele 

hoteluri sa schimbe politica de tarifare sau chiar sa nu mai accepte animale de 

companie , trebuie reverificat punctual cu fiecare hotel in parte la momentul efectuarii 

rezervarii. 

 

Albena 
Pets are allowed up to 4kg with the necessary documents (passport, vaccine 

documentation), no meals provided from the hotel 

Hotels 5*- 100 leva per day 

Hotels 4*- 50 leva per day 

Hotels 3* and hotels 2* - 20 leva per day 

 

Kavarna area 
Lighthouse Golf – pets up to 10kg, charge ( 10 Euro/night) + deposit 200 Euro 

White Lagoon - pets accepted, 10 EUR per day 

Royal Cove -  Pets are accepted upon prior confirmation from the hotel, 5 kg/10 lv per 

day. 

Royal Grand - Pets up to 7 kg are allowed on request with an advance confirmation from 

the hotel against extra charge – 5 EUR/ day 

Royal Bay Resort - Pets are accepted upon prior confirmation from the hotel, up to 5 

kg/10 lv per day. 

 

Balchik 
Lotos – free; upon advanced request 

Ahilea – up to 5kg, charge 5 EUR per day 

Oasis Holiday Village – small dogs, charge; 

White Rock Castle – dogs under 10kg are charged 10 EUR per day/ above 10kg are 

charged 20 EUR per day                                         



 

Nisipurile de Aur 

Ambassador -  Pets are accepted against extra charge (7 BGN/day) and upon 

confirmation from the hotel. 

Admiral – dogs up to 3 kg, – 10 leva/day 

Arena Mar -  Pets are allowed – extra charge (small up to 5 kg / 5 euro per day), upon 

request. 

Bonita -  Pets are allowed with advance confirmation from hotel. 

Excelisor -  Pets max. 5 kg are accepted against charge and upon confirmation from the 

hotel. 

Joya Park -  Pets are welcomed, extra charge may apply. 

Luna -  Pets on request up to 5 kilos, at addition charge of 10 BGN leva payable at 

reception 

Madara -  Pets are allowed only on request – pets till 5 kg, extra charge – 10 BGN per 

day 

Mimosa - Pets are accepted against of charge and upon confirmation from the hotel. 

Charge - 10 lv/day for pets up to 5 kg. and 20lv/day for up to 20 kg. 

Palm Beach - Pets are allowed (till 10 kg.) on request. Extra charge – 15 lv. per day 

Perla -  Pets till 7 kg. are free allowed upon advanced request. 

Perunika - Pets are accepted for a charge (5 euro per day) and upon confirmation from 

the hotel. 

Pliska -  Small pets are accepted free of charge and upon confirmation from the hotel. 

Preslav -  Pets are allowed under certain conditions: small size / up to 10 kg., with 

hygiene skills. Payment on site 10 BGN in a day. 

Romer -  Pets are welcome at charge of 20bgn per day. 

Shipka -  Pets are accepted against charge and upon confirmation from the hotel – up to 

5 kg. – 10 lv. per day 

 

Elenite 

Andalusia/ Atrium - 25 leva/day; up to 5 kg 

Royal Park - 25 leva/day; up to 5 kg 

Royal Bay - 25 leva/day; up to 5 kg 

Royal Castle - 25 leva/day; up to 5 kg 

 

Sunny Beach 

Admiral Plaza -  Pets with a valid passport are allowed free of charge. 

Aktinia -  Pets - small dogs (up to 5 kg) are allowed, subject to confirmation from the 

hotel and against extra charge (appr. 10 lv/day). 

Avenue Deluxe -  small pets are allowed. 

Baikal -  Pets are allowed upon confirmation from the hotel, against extra charge. Charge 

for pets up to 12 kg - 5 lv/day; over 12 kg - 10 lv/day. 

Balaton -  Pets are allowed – against extra charge and upon advance confirmation from 

the hotel (up to 5 kg – 5.00 BGN per day). 



Best Western Premiumm Inn -  Pets up to 12kg are accepted at charge of 20bgn per 

day, upon prior request 

Blue Pearl -  Pets are allowed. (Extra charge) 

Bohemi -  Pets up to 3kg are not allowed in following conditions:  

In case you wish to stay at the hotel with your pet, you must inform at the time of 

booking.  

When accommodating pets are allowed only with a passport and the necessary 

immunizations.  

Guests with pets are accommodated on the 5th floor.  

The stay of the pet is paid BGN 10 per night.  

When passing through the hotel lobby, the pet should be in your hands only, you are 

not allowed to walk it.  

Animals are not allowed in the restaurant, lobby bar and pool bar.  

Disturbances to other guests such as barking or whining need to be stopped in order to 

ensure the peace of mind of hotel guests.  

Feeding the pet is done only in designated bowls and pads to them.  

The guest is responsible for all property damage and / or bodily injuries caused by the 

pet. The guest is notified and agrees to pay all damages.  

Cascadas Family Resort - small pets are welcomed free of charge 

Chaika Beach Complex - Pets-Dogs up to 5 kg are allowed against extra charge and 

upon advanced request. 

Glarus -  Small (to 6 kg) pets are allowed in the hotel- extra charge (10 BGN per day) 

Imperial Palace -  Pets are allowed (extra charge) 

Iskar -  Pets are allowed (upon request, after hotel`s confirmation, payable – 8 lv/ day 

and limit till 6 kg). 

Ivana Palace -  Small pets could be accepted upon advance confirmation by the hotel, 

against charge. 

Kotva -  Pets: pets below 5/6 kg – 10.00 BGN per day. Pets more than 6kg are not 

allowed in the hotel. 

Meridian -  Pets are allowed up to 3kg against extra charge of 6 BGN per day. 

Nobel -  Pets allowed up to 5kg at 10bgn per day(upon request and after confirmation) 

Pliska -  Pets are allowed upon advance confirmation by the hotel and at extra charge. 

Slavyanski -  Pets are allowed (upon advance confirmation from the hotel, charge 

10bgn/day). 

Sunrise Family Resort -  Pets are allowed – only with advance confirmation. 

Villa Mare -  Pets are allowed at extra charge – 5bgn per a pet up to 5kg, 10bgn per a pet 

up to 10kg. 

 

Nessebar 
Marieta Palace – free up to 5 kg – upon request 


